WZD-100-A Ground Driven Sign Supports for Temp Signs Update

The Work Zone Device Special Detail (WZD) 100-A was updated on 07/20/2016. The updates included changes to two notes on page 11 of 11.

Note 11. The word “cover” was removed.

“All labor, materials, and equipment, including temporary supports required to install, maintain, relocate, cover, and/or remove the temporary sign. Including supports, are considered to be included in the cost of the temporary sign.”

Note 14 was added.

Temporary wood supports do not require preservative treatment.

When a temporary sign on driven supports is required to be covered, and it is done so in a manner that covers the entire sign legend or symbol and is in accordance with section 812.03.D.2 of the MDOT specifications for construction, MDOT will then pay for the maximum number of sign covers in use during the course of the project.

Sign covers will be paid for as detailed in 812.03.D.2 as either Sign Cover Type 1 .... Each, or Sign Cover .... Each.

Please contact the Work Zone Delivery Engineer for any additional guidance.